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The EX also sports a sturdy steel frame with removable sub-frame and exceptionally rigid cast
aluminum swing-arms. Triple disc brakes provide much needed stopping power and an
aggressive body style compliments the drive line well. Honda EX specs include a high
performance cc dry-sump, air-cooled, four-stroke single cylinder engine. A radial four valve
combustion chamber RFVC takes care of creating horsepower. Honda paid particular attention
to camshaft timing in order to meet the tough requirements set for torque and usable
horsepower. The motor has dual intake and dual exhaust ports for maximum engine efficiency.
Standard ex piston size to CC ratios are as follows. These sizes are affected by natural wear
over time. If you measure your piston opening and find it has a reading of Select your ex piston
size and rings accordingly when you plan your rebuild. While you could do wheelies and jumps
along with your friends the chances were that your ATV would still run when theirs needed
repairs. Another factor that made the Honda EX popular is the fact it was equally comfortable on
the track and on the trails. The drive-train only moves in one direction, forward. It took a little bit
of coaxing to reach that speed. Common performance upgrades included Elka shocks and ITP
bead-locks. I know because I see a lot of used EX quads still sporting them. Fully Synthetic oil
is not required unless engine performance has been increased with after-market parts or has
already been using synthetic oil. Your email address will not be published. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. In-Depth Guides. Kawasaki
Mojave Specs and Top Speed. ATV by Brand. Best Lists. Know How. Share Tweet. Baja In Depth
Guides. In Depth Guides Kawasaki. In Depth Guides Yamaha. Honda In Depth Guides. ATV
Manufacturer. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. See all
results. More Stories. As far as power is concerned, this agile ATV is propelled by a cc, RFVC,
air-cooled, dry-sump single-cylinder four-stroke engine which is brought to life by an electric
starter. The engine is mated to a five speed transmission with reverse and manual clutch. The
Honda TRXX rides on front independent double-wishbone suspensions with Showa shocks with
five-position spring preload adjustability and rear Pro-Link fully adjustable single Showa Shock.
Apart from the long travel suspensions, the Honda TRX is also equipped with a set of Knobby
radial tires that measure 22 X up front and 20 X out back. Availability: December, There are
plenty of things you can say about the Honda TRXX, but to fully understand it, you have to
experience it. Important Safety Information For highly experienced riders only; no operator
under age New graphics give this competition-hungry ATV an even more imposing look, while
the suspension and rider ergonomics help you dominate all day long. Featuring excellent
stopping power and superior feel and feedback, these triple disc brakes two front, one rear also
run cool. An aluminum rear caliper stay also helps shave weight. High-impact plastic skidplates
protect engine cases, rear-brake disc and drive sprockets from the trials of the trails. Some
other big singles beat you up with vibration and buzz, but not the TRXX. A gear-driven
counterbalancer minimizes engine vibration for smooth operation. Camshaft timing developed
specifically to meet ATV requirements for torque and useable horsepower. One-piece
cast-aluminum swingarm is a specially designed piece that optimizes strength, rigidity and
durability, but that is still light and which helps reduce unsprung weight. Triple disc brakes
feature superb stopping power and a weight-saving aluminum rear caliper stay. Motorcycles
Reviews Honda Quad atv RFVC air-cooled dry-sump single-cylinder four-stroke. Read More.
What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:. Related Manufacturers. Active filters:. About US.
Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. For highly experienced riders only; no operator under
age Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel.
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Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information bmb Contact seller. Visit
store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out
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ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item
location:. Bettendorf, Iowa, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you
make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and
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assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Remanufactured Brand:
Honda. We will rebuild all of it right the first time. Price is contingent on your engine cases
being in usable condition. Contact us with questions. Ask for Mark Brenny. We will then pay to
return it to you when it is completed. No international shipping. Contact Mark Brenny with
questions. Standard Procedure- Engines are completely disassembled, cleaned and inspected
to determine the reason for engine failure. Any worn or damaged parts are then replaced with
OEM or quality aftermarket components. Engines are then assembled by our professional staff
according to all Honda specifications. Please contact us with further questions. Our business
hours are Tuesday thru Friday 9am-6pm and Saturday 9am-3pm central time zone. We are
closed Sunday and Monday. We are always available during regular business hours if you have
questions or need further assistance. Warranty- All work is guaranteed for 30 days upon you
receiving your engine. Your engine must be installed by a reputable repair shop with a business
phone number and physical address. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a
shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request
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costs. Make Honda. Purchased brand new. Been service at same place we purchased it from.
Stock with no damage. New tires. Hardly ridden. The rest of this race-spec machine is first-rate
too, boasting triple disc brakes, long-travel suspension, reverse, aluminum wheels, and new for
, slick new styling that now makes this TRX even harder to beat. Visit powersports. Wanting to
sell my Honda ex, has been an awesome Fourwheeler but I am after a Razer. Bike definitely
shows its age is some spots, I've used it like it's meant to be, mainly trail ridden. Motor is
completely stock and runs great. Has full skid plates and nerf bars. Model Trx EX. Bike is very
clean, nice, sounds amazing, and very strong and fast. I am the second owner, bought it last
summer from the original owner who barely rode it. All stock, good tires. Looking for a dirt bike
preferably 07 or up. Day Heights, OH. Alamo Heights, TX. Bayfield, CO. Fairbury, IL. Winter
Springs, FL. Brooksville, FL. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Category Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Honda.
Selling my Honda ex! Never raced just ridden around farm and in the timber! Has hmf exhuast,
brush guards, and nerf bars! Runs great! Price includes both quads. Both very little use.
Excellent condition. No modifications. All original. Kept in garage. Includes mounts on steering
bar for phones or Gopro Cameras. Located in the Phoenix-Scottsdale area. Mountain
Motorsports has been the place for motorcycle enthusiasts since We were started and are
owned by enthusiasts. We are franchised dealers for Honda, Polaris, Suzuki and Husqvarna.
Mountain Motorsports has one of the largest selections of affordable used motorcycles in
California. Whether you have good credit or credit challenges we can help you. We take trades

and we also will buy your motorcycle or ATV. We are also the 1 Polaris growth dealer in
California! We are located at N Mountain Avenue in Ontario. Bring in or mention this ad for this
price. Always well maintanenced. Always covered or garaged. I have a pair of Honda trx ex
recently serviced I'm selling them as a pair comes with ramps and helmets will not separate
tags up to date and pink slip on hand. Model Trx EX. Super clean Honda TRX ex , start right up.
No issues what so ever. Title in hand. This Quad has a twist grip throttle Aluminum Nerf bars
and custom bumper. Just completed a full service ready for a new owner. Must see this quad in
person. We also have other atv's to choose from for sale in stock Carthagena, OH. Ridgefield,
WA. Gloucester, VA. Memphis, TN. Rock Springs, WY. North Fork, CA. Eau Gallie, FL. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Trxex. Category - Engine cc
Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Make Honda 43 Kawasaki 1
Suzuki 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit
Cancel. After Honda stopped production of the TRXR, it took them 10 years to offer something
to replace it. The engine had basically come from their XR dirt bike, which meant it was a proven
design for durability. The EX owners in this survey back that up. Over 60 percent own machines
from and older, and it still gets an excellent rating in durability by 95 percent of them. Just so
you know, the model was the first to have a reverse gear, and that feature has remained ever
since then. The next styling upgrade in the plastic bodywork happened in For the past five years
it has had the sleeker look of the R, but underneath it still has the parts that have proven to be
as reliable as a hammer. Model year of surveys received â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦..
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14, Published on February 17th, by Joe. Its dated, slower revving, air-cooled, four-stroke engine
keeps it from being considered by many as a serious race machine. While it may not be able to
smoke s in a drag race, its motor can be pumped up to give the more modern machines a run
for their money, while still delivering smoother more controllable power and a higher level of
reliability. Like we said, there are lots of half built EX machines out there. If you have one with a
built motor or some chassis and suspension work, you could use the products featured on this
machine to fill in the blanks to create a well-rounded race machine for the woods. The lower the
class, or the tighter the course, the more competitive the EX can be. If you are starting off with a
bone stock machine, this build is a little price prohibitive, unless you are building a machine
specifically to race a cc class. Teixeira Tech started off with a EX, which was promptly torn
down to the frame. A gusset kit is an important addition to any EX frame you plan on racing.
They feature a reverse gull wing design providing maximum ground clearance over the widest
possible area. Simply loosen the pinch bolts, set both sides in the same position, and tighten it
down. You can make caster adjustments trackside with no need to measure to make sure your

caster settings are equal. Camber adjustment is performed by screwing the upper ball joint in or
out. Measure it to make sure they are adjusted equally, and forget about it. Once your camber is
set correctly you will rarely need to change it, unlike Caster, which you may want to vary from
track to track. Other high-end features include sealed, Italian-made Frap ball joints, Uniball
lower bearings, and needle bearings in the upper arms. The result is an extra inch of wheelbase
and width compared to stock. Teixeira alters the steering flag, where the inner tie rod ends
attach, to reduce bump feedback. The top of the line Stage 5s offer high and low speed
compression adjustment, along with rebound and ride height adjustment. They come with roost
guards to protect the shafts from flying rocks and debris. As a pro level shock, the Stage 5s are
also claimed to be the lightest coil-over shocks on the market. A steering stabilizer acts like
suspension, reducing bump feedback to the handlebars. The stabilizer offers separate damping
adjustment for the center third and outer thirds of the steering. The level of adjustment offered
by the Precision stabilizer not only lets you tune out bump feedback, it also lets you make your
machine hook up or break loose easier in corners. Their race results speak for themselves. CT
Racing has been building winning engines for Ed Teixeira and countless other racers for
decades. Pulled head studs are a common problem on pumped-up EXes. A common cure is
installing a set of GT Thunder heavy duty head studs. The studs require you to drill out and tap
your cylinder to accept the larger studs, or you can send your cylinder into GT Thunder and
they can perform the mod for you. The stock air box was mounted up using a Teixeira air box lift
kit. The lift kit provides more clearance over the swingarm, and allows for the use of the taller
carburetor. The smaller rotor adds valuable ground clearance for cross-country racing. The
longer a-arms and swingarm required the use of a set of longer brake lines. Galfer, steel braided
brake lines provided the length we needed, and flex less than the stock lines for improved brake
power and feel. Maxxis Razr tires and Tire Blocks offer optimum traction and run flat
performance. Maxxis Razr tires offer proven, long lasting performance. Their six-ply design
makes them puncture resistant, but in a two-hour endurance race you need extra insurance.
Tire blocks offer run flat performance. They allow you to run lower tire pressure with less fear of
pinching a sidewall, and according to Ed Teixeira, are easier to install than the other popular run
flat system on the market. Tire blocks can be used on beadlock or non-beadlock wheels, and
our Maxxis tires and tire blocks were installed on a set of DWT wheels. ASV F3 unbreakable
levers feature adjustable reach, allowing you to put your levers perfectly within reach. Their
quick-adjust clutch perch allows you to make clutch adjustments on the fly, literally. Aside from
the performance aspects, they give your competition something cool to look at in the pits. Oury
grips offer all-day comfort. As a desert racer, Ed Teixeira knows the value of having a sticky,
long lasting grip. Oury grips provide both. A Pro Design power shifter is a nice dress-up piece.
It also adds a more solid feeling clicking through the gears. They are available in different
lengths for riders with shorter or larger feet, or in case you have foot pegs that have been
moved back and down one inch, like the Teixeira pegs on this machine. Teixeira Tech has
recently come out with a full line of aluminum and stainless steel hard parts for the EX. Their
trick aluminum bumpers feature a mini skid that ties directly into their full chassis aluminum
skid plate, providing seamless undercarriage protection down the length of your frame. The
aluminum components are constructed of T4 aluminum. Teixeira uses this grade of aluminum
due to its willingness to flex without cracking. A Pro Design shifter improves shifting feel. For
the rear of the machine, Teixeira installed one of their stainless steel swingarm skid plates.
Maier plastic features an OEM quality high-gloss finish. Along with providing modern styling,
the Maier plastic features an OEM quality high-gloss finish. Unfortunately, our trip to Mojave for
some tree-lined mountain trail riding was snowed out, so we settled for a scenic and fun ride in
the less ideal testing setting of Ocotillo Wells. The super linear power delivery of the CT
modified motor allows you to quickly get comfortable with the machine, regardless of your skill
level. However, in tighter sections, most riders could go just as fast, expending far less energy
on this machine. Power comes on instantly off idle. The smoother, more tractable, motor
provides an advantage on slippery, muddy creek banks or any time traction is a serious
commodity. Through the midrange and into the top end, power just keeps building. It never
explodes, rushes, or does anything to surprise you or wear you out. The extra width and length
provided by the Teixeira a-arms and TRXR take-off rear end help keep the machine planted
when attacking corners,. Machines like this prove that a well set up EX can handle as well as
any high-performance model available today. The extra width and length provided by the
Teixeira a-arms and TRXR take-off rear end help keep the machine planted when attacking
corners, or flying over choppy bumps at high-speed. This much power on the stock chassis and
suspension would have been a little overwhelming; however, the Teixeira setup chassis really
lets you make the most of the available power. Of course, none of the chassis upgrades would
have worked correctly with the stock suspension. We managed to stiffen them up enough to

hold up to our pound test rider, proving that the shocks have more adjustability than any one
rider should need. The shocks responded well to small and intermediate-sized hits, only finding
their limits when an overweight rider started jumping. These shocks were built for
cross-country racing; that is the style of riding for which they work best, so Elka nailed it! While
both ends performed well, the combination of the Teixeira linkage and Elka Stage 5 rear shock
did a superb job of eating up chop under acceleration, keeping the machine tracking straight
and the power getting to the ground. The Stage 5 shocks responded well to small and
intermediate-sized hits, only finding their limits when an overweight rider started jumping. Once
you dial it in; the longer you ride, the less you think about the Precision steering stabilizer. The
more time you spend without the fear of having the bars ripped from your hands, the more you
relax and concentrate on picking fast lines. The Precision stabilizer is one product that seems
to do its job flawlessly, no matter which machine you use it on. Along with the predictable,
worry-free steering, having a set of controls that you can totally customize to fit your arm and
finger reach lets you settle in and concentrate on doing work. The netted Teixeira heel guards
never seemed to restrict our heel movement while k
68 camaro steering wheel
05 colorado headlights
2004 pontiac grand am engine diagram
eeping us protected. With the secure footing provided by the Teixeira pegs, we felt well
connected to the machine. With everything about this machine allowing us to push hard, the
upgraded brakes were a welcome asset. They offer tons of stopping power and superb feel. For
cc youth riders, or adults looking to gain racing experience in an entry level class and work
their way up through the ranks, the EX can offer the handling, power, and reliability required to
be competitive. Tags: ex , x , a arms , asv , bumper , cross country , ct racing , elka , foot pegs ,
heel guards , honda , maxxis , midrange motor package , oury , precision racing , pro design ,
project , Review , shocks , skid plates , stage 5 , steering stabilizer , steering stem , suspension ,
teixeira tech , test , tire blocks , tires , video , way 2 go. Projects Published on February 17th, by
Joe 0. About the Author. Stock ex frame stripped, inspected, gussetted, and powder coated by
Teixeira Tech. Way 2 Go Powder Coating.

